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Our Research





Vib-Rotational spectrum of ICl in the v0 = 8   10 (13300 –
14300 cm 1) are newly targeted in adition to the v0 = 0   7
Mass reduced Dunham coefficient of A-state are renewed.
Potential function of A and X state are obtained.
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Energy of A   X System
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Ro-vibrational Energy
The rotational and vibrational energies of lines are obtained by the
equation:
(v0; J 0; v00; J00) = Tv0 + B
e= f
v0 fJ0(J0 + 1)   
2g
  Dv0fJ0(J0 + 1)   
2g2














fJ00(J 00 + 1)gm (1)
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ICl Spectrum in 14032 cm 1 region


















































v  107 H0v  1011 
0 13847.9184 (12) 0.0849333 (15) 0.0849427 (14) 0.5659(45) -0.0096(37) 0.00245
1 14054.61807(63) 0.08417031(71) 0.08417968(70) 0.5863(19) -0.0079(13) 0.00209
2 14256.81579(57) 0.08338202(67) 0.08339164(67) 0.6067(18) -0.0103(13) 0.00242
3 14454.37786(68) 0.08256516(81) 0.08257499(80) 0.6293(22) -0.0123(17) 0.00268
4 14647.16311(74) 0.08171703(86) 0.08172747(85) 0.6530(23) -0.0164(17) 0.00297
5 14835.0202 (12) 0.0808360 (12) 0.0808465 (12) 0.6807(29) -0.0200(20) 0.00294
6 15017.7897 (10) 0.0799206 (13) 0.0799314 (12) 0.7131(38) -0.0262(31) 0.00216
7 15195.30414(96) 0.0789675 (23) 0.0789788 (23) 0.760 (14) -0.027 (23) 0.00196
8 15367.4025 (14) 0.0779669 (31) 0.0779798 (32) 0.806 (18) -0.032 (27) 0.00229
9 15533.88710(87) 0.0769084 (17) 0.0769213 (17) 0.8252(81) -0.048 (11) 0.00100
10 15694.5697 (13) 0.0758199 (37) 0.0758332 (36) 0.943 (28) 0.029 (60) 0.00133
in cm 1 and 2:5 in parentheses
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* Using merged data (data by Hedderach, synthetic data by Western and our data).
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* Using merged data (data by Hedderach, synthetic data by Western and our data).
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~2[J(J + 1)   2]
2r2
[1 + g()(r)]





 v;J (r) = Ev;J v;J (r)
.


























(r) = MLR(yp(r; rref )) = yp(r; rref )1 + [1   yp(r; rref )]
NS ;NLX
i=0
i  yq(r; rref )i
yp(r; rref ) =
rp   rref p
rp + rref p
; yq(r; rref ) =
rq   rref q
rq + rref q
Robert J. Le Roy et al. “Long-range damping functions improve the short-range behaviour of ’MLR’ potential energy functions”, Mol.
Phys. 109, p435(2011)
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Born–Oppenheimer Breakdown Correction Functions and 
–Doubling
.



































































1ypna (r; re) + [1   ypna (r; rref )]
NAnaX
i=0









Condition of the Calculating Potential Function Parameter
 For the X state:
De of the X state is constrained as 17558.0 cm 1 reported by Pardo(1991).
the Coefficients C5, C6, C8 of the X state
I2 Cl2 ICl
C5 cm 1Å5 0:045  105(a) 0:0026  105 (b) 0:0108  105
C6 cm 1Å6  2:11  106(a)  0:5021  106(b)  0:5021  106
C8 cm 1Å8  3:8  107(c)  0:0041  107(b)  0:1248  107
 For the A state:
the Coefficients C5, C6, C8 of the A state
I2 Cl2 ICl
C5 cm 1Å5  5:95  104(a)  0:182  105 (b)  0:329  104
C6 cm 1Å6  2:01  106(a)  0:521  106(b)  1:023  106
C8 cm 1Å8  3:8  107(c)  0:041  108(b)  0:125  107
a M. Saute, M. Aubert–Frécon, J. Chern. Phys. 77(11),1 (1982)
b M. Saute, B. Bussery, M. Aubert–Frécon, Mol.Phys, 51, No.6, 1459-1474(1984)
c F. Martin, R. Bacis, S. Churassy, J. Vergès, J. Mol.Spectrosc 116, 71–100(1986)
DPotFit1 is used in this calculation.
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N :The total number of data
w(i) :the normal data weights
]
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N=7 p5 q6 Rf3.1
N=7 p5 q6 Rf3.2
N=7 p5 q6 Rf3.3
N=6 p5 q6 Rf3.1
N=6 p5 q6 Rf3.2
N=6 p5 q6 Rf3.3 Data Ragion
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Potential Function Parameters for the A state
.






Values Error Values Error Values Error
Te 12369.6142 0.0097 De 2428.2870 0.0084 Re 2.865321 2.210 5
C5 3.2907104 – C6 1.0233 106 – C8 1.25107 –
De(X) 14797.90124 0.00086 uBr0 (X) 0.241 0.0041
0 0.98220 0.00026 1 0.86498 0.00055 2 0.439 0.0011









!0 0.00179 2.510 5 !1 -0.0060 0.0034 !2 0.0250 0.0065
The constants 0  4 of the X were constrained into next slide values.
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Potential Function Parameters for the X state
.






Values Error Values Error Values Error
C5 -1.08103 – C6 1.029 106 – C8 1.25107 –
De 17558.0129 0.00057 Re 2.32088597 1.010 7
0 0.439878 3.010 5 1 -0.86387 4.110 4 2 -0.4512 2.610 3




All level of the A state were independent term values in this calculation.
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Conclusion
New bands up to V0 = 10 were assigned.
Mass-reduced Dunham Constants of the
A-state and Dunham Constants of the
X-state were determined.
Potential function parameter were
determined for the A and X state in the
procedure of:
marged data ) Y-parameter ) RKR
) C5, C6, C8 )  function )







































Re[X]  =   2.32088597 Re[A]  =   2.865321
We need to measure the high vibrational level of the A state to
improve accuracy of the potential.
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